Hi there,

I'm trying to install GhostBSD on an old iMac 7,1 in which I've been running Linux without any issues. I made a clean up and prepare 3 main partitions 1 for Mac OS X 10.9 aka Mavericks, another for a Linux distro and a leftover 30 GB for GhostBSD, didn't want it to work only with it till I get familiar with it. I choose the manual UFS partition and select auto create on the left over slice all seems to be ok, till almost the end of the installation when the installer claims cannot update the repository list then fail an got the attached .log file. I've tried to check the .iso file but it works fine as it allows me to install by using the entire drive 3 times in a row. Wonder what I'm doing wrong.

Your inputs are highly appreciated

Thanks a lot for your job

cheers

amgpuma

Related issues:
Related to Bug #82: fail install to custom partition.
I would like to know if ti slove for you in 18.10 RC?

#3 - 10/22/2018 07:57 AM - amgpuma
Honestly I gave up the after your first option, was running Ghost BSD on thata mchine for a while but removed and running as sole os in old acer laptop since then

#4 - 10/24/2018 12:15 PM - ericbsd
- Priority changed from Normal to Low
- Target version deleted (GhostBSD 18.10)

#5 - 02/04/2019 11:01 PM - ericbsd
- Priority changed from Low to Normal
- % Done changed from 0 to 50

#6 - 02/04/2019 11:02 PM - ericbsd
- Related to Bug #82: fail install to custom partition. added

#7 - 02/04/2019 11:03 PM - ericbsd
- Status changed from Feedback to Closed
- % Done changed from 50 to 100

Duplicate

#8 - 04/03/2019 09:35 PM - ericbsd
- Target version set to GhostBSD 19.04

Files
- pc-sysinstall.log 2.4 KB 04/22/2018 amgpuma